




amateur radio equipment is 

typically designed to 

operate in a range between 

11.7 and 13.8 volts DC
schematic symbol for 

direct current 



cathodeanode



cathode
from

an anode is the electrode 

that current flows to

an electrolyte is an electrical conducting 

chemical capable of  transporting an 

electric charge



sulfuric acid

Lithium tin phosphorous sulfide,



how current (electrons) flows in a battery



lead-acid
(wet cell -SLA)LiFePO4

absorbent 

glass mat
Lithium Ion

battery types



deep-cycle batteries are 

designed for applications that 

require deep, repetitive 

amperage drain over a period 

of  time  

starting batteries are designed for 

short, high amperage drain such as 

starting a car engine



“marine” type batteries



most common 

automotive battery type

sealed lead acid (SLA)







AGM batteries





low & slow



Lithium batteries



Lithium 

in each case the anode is carbon,

but the cathode differs, 

consisting of  one of  the lithium metal oxides

that give each type their respective names



Lithium out-performs all others



Lithium vs Sealed Lead Acid (SLA)



higher charge density 

lighter-weight, 

smaller footprint 

low self-discharge rate

advantages of  Lithium-ion (Li-ion) 



expensive compared to LiFePO4

fire hazard, toxic to the environment

limited voltages available

limited temperature range
(32°F to 113°F)

disadvantages of  Li-ion



Li-ion battery fires are dangerous

damaged or defective Li-ion batteries 

can enter an uncontrollable, self-heating 

state resulting in the release of  gas, and 

may cause fire and possible explosion

water may not prevent a battery 

from burning and spreading 

battery cells are known to explode



Lithium Iron Phosphate – LiFePO4 



advantages of  LiFePO4



disadvantages of  LiFePO4



Safety



water can corrode or damage the internal battery 

safety devices and cause the battery to overheat, 

ignite, rupture or leak

a lithium battery should be treated with 

caution if  it has been partially flooded 

or submerged in water



Lithium batteries should not go into household 

garbage or recycling bins, they can cause fires 

during transport or at landfills

damaged Lithium batteries should not be stored 

in vehicle or a structure and should be taken to 

recycling or hazardous waste collection points 



an improperly disposed

Li-ion battery caused this fire 

in Boise in 2020



Tesla cars use 

Lithium-ion batteries

there have been 182 

reported instances

of  Tesla vehicle 

Lithium-ion battery fires 







a recent development has 

been the “encapsulating” 
fire extinguisher  

the chemical agent 

encapsulates the 

battery cutting off  the 

fire’s oxygen 



charging Lithium batteries



charging Lithium batteries









Lithium batteries can charge at a much 

higher current and more efficiently than 

lead-acid, which means they can 

be charged faster 

charging Lithium batteries





choosing the right capacity battery 

battery potential is rated in volts

battery strength is rated in amperes

battery operating time (capacity) is 

rated in ampere hours (Ah)

how deeply a battery is discharged is 

rated as Depth of  Discharge (DoD)



Ah

Ah





calculating Ah requirement

transmitter power level

TX & RX time

other loads

manufacture’s power usage specs

mode – cw ssb, fm & digital



1A per 5w RF output

100w RF output requires 

20 amps of  power



what battery amp hour 
rating do we need?

▪ our radio draws 20A on TX and 2A on RX

▪ we will be operating total of  10 hrs

▪ we do not want our battery to go below 

50% of  DoD (Depth of  Discharge)

▪ we are not operating any ancillary 

devices from the battery



for those who prefer the math

X = % of  time RX

Y = % of  time TX

Z = total hours of  operation

a = load in amps RX

b = load in amps TX

( (x * a) + (y * b) ) * z = Ah



1 - Parentheses
2 - Exponents & Roots
3 - Multiplication
4 - Division
5 - Addition
6 - Subtraction

P E M D A S

( (x * a) + (y * b) ) * z = Ah



80% of time RX

Y = 20% of time TX

Z = 10 total hours 

a =   2 amps RX

b = 20 amps TX 

( (.80 * 2) + (20 * .20) ) * 10 = Ah

1.6  + 4 * 10 = 56 Ah



modulated modes, on/off  keying and 

operator downtime will reduce overall 
power consumption

operating in the real world



we need a 112 amp 

hour battery ?

Ludacris!



no, it’s not because……



if  you are not into doing the math…



making the battery choice

SLA
low priced 

heavy

low DoD *

low charge count 

limited mounting

emit explosive gas

charge memory

Li-ion
lighter than “wet”

long charge life

fire risk

not eco friendly

expensive

travel limitations

no memory

high DoD

LiFePO4

expensive

light weight  

high charge count 

maintains voltage

eco friendly

no memory

built-in monitor

high DoD

* DoD Depth of  Discharge
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